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Lunar New Year 2019 Full movie.Time lapse of our long night time lapse movie full lunar new year
2019 : everything happens now for us! (including this movie!) what a wonderful new year we're in!
we are going to use a variety of time lapse photography, all of it captured from my modest home in

the suburbs of montana, along with a few trips to my in-laws place in oswego, illinois. these are
intended to be fun activities, not research, so i'm not that concerned with documenting the actual

timing of the moon phases or the weather. but i do have the luxury of capturing these events in the
way i think it would be the most interesting and fun to see them. my objectives are to get outside in
the greatest ways possible (stepping out of my building's window allows me to literally have a bird's

eye view of the city, and helping me see in the dark at night) and to get into creative and fun
activities that i want to share. using a relatively new smartphone set to take time lapse images, i

captured quite a bit during the last couple of months, but it isn't all that "fun" to sift through a whole
year of images. i decided it would be a lot of fun to cut this down to a 12-month period, which is

what the title says. in order to avoid confusing my images, i decided to give them a unifying theme,
and as such, the montage for the new year seems to fit. the images in the montage were captured
between february of 2015 and september of 2019. when i'm not spending time outdoors, i like to
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spend it indoors, and the cellar of the basement of my house where the action was captured is one
of my favorite places in the whole house to be. i look forward to showing you some of the other

things that have been going on in my life the past three and a half years, as well as a few places and
activities outside my home that i enjoy visiting and bringing to you. the moon itself hasn't been

doing much, with a more or less steady waxing phase, so for the past several months i've actually
been using windows to photograph it and the sky around it at various points throughout the night.
The temple of the moon-god (Gunākumsa) was situated in the city of Ukeremba (Peri, India). This

temple was dedicated to the moon-god and the goddesses of
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